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About Read Aloud Projects
Repeat reading aloud
Read Aloud Projects bring different cultures and languages together for their mutual benefit in libraries and other places in the
community. Read Aloud for Peace is run by Volunteer Readers who give support in various way.

Doing administration, telephone and Kaiawhina work as a member of a Volunteer Team

Volunteering to Translate / Interpret / Read
Repeat Reading Aloud is a method based on sound research in Japan validating the efficacy of the extensive reading method.
The Kete – Community Journals woven by Repeat Read Aloud Programmes and published by www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz show
development in multi-cultural, multi-literacy.
1. Communication literacy, including computer literacy (can you communicate within and across communities?)
2. Community literacy (Do you know how to communicate to people living in your community?)
3. Cultural literacy (Do you know that you don't know? Do you want to experience cultural diversity?)
Repeat reading aloud together in both the languages of home and languages of migration enable transitioning communities to treasure
and pass on our cultures to our children and others. By strengthening our home languages we make educational success more likely
while simultaneously giving us resilience in the languages of migration. Stronger resilience of diversity grown in harmony fosters world
real peace.
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Languaging words when we read together for peace
We do not teach we read together
Repeat reading aloud together is essentially a community project. For this reason we are very careful about the language we use to
describe what we do. For example we do not teach, we read. Because the basic skills we use are reading and speaking we can open up our
people resources to more people than what we could provide if we were looking only for teachers.
Volunteers Readers and Language Learning Readers coming together to learn from each other
So you can see that Read Aloud Programmes bring Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers together. We do not call them
teachers and students because we are all learning about each other and our cultures in this shared reading process.
Learning is a dynamic vibrant activity. To keep learning as adults is like prolonging our time as children when learning was fun and
effortless. As children we may have played by ourselves but more often than not we came together to play. Coming together in our
differences is unpredictable and exciting. When we repeat read aloud together the Volunteers Readers enjoy learning about people from
another culture just as much as the Language Learning Readers like reading the books.
It is together that we can promote sustainable communities
Read Aloud Projects promote community, sustainable communities. Sustainability is about setting up a continuous process of growth and
learning. Sustainability means something that we can continue doing at no extra cost. Sustainability means for us being able to use the
resources we already have in a more productive way. By bringing people together to share reading we can make better use of our library
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resources. By bringing people into the community through the library we can build our community even when we are strangers. Through
repeat reading aloud together in the structured way we promote, people can come together in a constructive way to come to understand
each other and build better community relationships.
1. Step one of the 1,2,3 method refers to listening to the Reading Volunteer
Step one refers to the Volunteer Reader reading to the Language Learning Reader and the Language Learning Reader listening to the
Volunteer Reader.
In other words the Language Learning Reader is listening to the Volunteer Reader. The Volunteer Reader is reading to them. During the
first reading, the Language Learning Reader may need to interrupt and ask questions to gain understanding or clarification. If this is
happening two or three times per page, it is best to choose an easier book and start the process again.
Once the Language Learning Reader feels confident that they understand the book, they may ask the Volunteer Reader to read the book to
them one or more times. This ensures they can understand the meaning and feel of the book when it is read to them uninterrupted and
allows the Language Learning Reader to listen to the sound and flow of the language as read by a local speaker.
The listening / reading to process is there for them to be able to coordinate their ears, eyes and mind at the same time so that the reading
becomes an internal experience for them not just a rote repeat. That is why it is vital the book is easy enough for them to be capable of
internalizing in this way. After they have achieved this stage, which can be repeated as many times as they need to make this possible,
then they go onto the next stage which is reading together.
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2. Step two of the 1,2,3 method refers to the Volunteer Reader reading with the Language Learning Reader
The reading together is achieved properly when The Language Learning Reader feels they can read in tandem with (not just keeping up
with) the local speaker. Again this is repeated as many times as it takes for the Language Learning Reader to feel confident. That is, the
Language Learning Reader, not the Volunteer Reader chooses when they are ready to move on to the next step. For them to become
independent readers using this process, it is vital that the learning is student-driven not teacher-driven.
3. Step three of the 1,2,3 method means reading by themselves
The third step is when The Language Learning Reader reads by them-selves under the supervision of the Volunteer Reader in order to
confirm that they have picked it up correctly. As with the other steps, this reading by themselves can be repeated as often as the Language
Learning Reader deems necessary. After that they can repeat the process independently without supervision.

Using the library and other spaces
Coming together as a group
Where space allows gather together as a group for the first and last part of the hour. In this time we can share experiences and help each
other, particularly with Interpreters and other helpers. It is the responsibility of the Volunteers to ensure that each participant is aware
where the emergency exists are, should they need to evacuate.
It is also important that our group does not interfere with the normal use of the library by other people. If for any reason the group is too
large or cumbersome then it is a peaceful practice to disband and continue working one on one.
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Reading to a group by a Volunteer
When the group wants to participate in repeating a story together line by line with the benefit of a written script, we always abide by the
law of copyright. In the case of repeat reading together of scripts we are permitted to use only our own personally written stories published
in the Kete - Community Journals.. Publishing Kete is one way to promote cooperative group reading.
Where the librarian reads to us as a group the law may be different.
Reading one on one
The main activity of the adults repeat reading together programme is reading one-on-one. This can be done quietly throughout the library
always cooperating with the library staff.
About librarians
Librarians are highly trained and there to assist you with many things including getting a library card, finding books and referring you to
reading material.
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Finding books to support cultural & community learning
Learn in a relaxed way
Read Aloud projects as community projects encourage Language Learning Readers and Volunteer Readers to learn in a relaxed way when
learning is more able to be absorbed. We suggest reading books that are easy to read, with words within an understanding range.
Reading young children’s picture books (one sentence, one page) is a good place to start. It can quickly be able to be worked out by a
Language Learning Reader, how familiar colloquial, every day spoken language is. The pictures help one to see into another’s mind and to
bridge communication gaps. The stories give valuable understanding in the way a culture other than your own thinks.
Learn step by step
Young children’s books generally do not use language levels so we advise Language Learning Readers to pick them up one by one, open
them and see if they are right for them. This takes time but can be an enjoyable, worthwhile process. Books in 2 languages can be
particularly helpful at this stage.
Beyond the first language steps
When the Language Learning Reader is comfortable and familiar with children’s picture books, we encourage them to move onto other
children’s books step by step. Choose books about subjects the Language Learning Reader would like to read in their birth language, for
example cookery, science, poetry, fiction etc.
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Language levelled books
New Reader books can, at the really low levels, have rather artificial language in that the language doesn’t model the language used in the
neighbourhood and everyday life. However it is worth working through them because as they go up the levels the conversations become
really useful.
The non fiction New Readers often have too much new vocabulary and non-colloquial sentences. Nevertheless, if the Language Learning
Reader is familiar with the non-fiction topics in the birth language they may well be worth the effort.
Overall we encourage Language Learning Readers to read the same books as anyone else as soon as possible as their language style will
be more natural (recognizable in neighbourhood living).
Community & cultural literacy
Reading together, whatever the language level, is an experience of communication. Volunteer Readers can develop their ability to read
body language, to understand cultural cues, to refine their ears to different accents.
Computer literacy
Having to bring a story, a recipe or other word contributions to a Kete necessitates cooperation between Translators, Interpreters,
Volunteers and others in the community. Even if there is just one Volunteer who can transcribe others writing for on-line publication, the
Kete become available for the wider community to read and print them from the computer. This allows us to share and grow our multiliteracies in a cost free sustainable way.
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The multicultural section
The multicultural section is useful in offering
 picture dictionary
support

 New Reader booklets which are graded for difficulty and the number of words used. They are
labelled NR

 books in the birth
language

 Cds matched with books- reading aloud books spoken at different speed levels-invaluable for
starting at a slow speed, repeating and speeding up as competence and confidence allows

Language programmes
The library will have some complete language programmes all set with exercises and tapes or CDs. This structured style of learning really
appeals to some Language Learning Readers. Encourage Language Learning Readers to look in the Non Fiction section of the library in
the 400s which is where all Language books are kept, and to ask for Librarian support.
Bi-lingual books
Bi-lingual books are especially helpful for inter-generational learning eg. Grandma reads the home language, grandchild reads English.
Cultural literacy programmes working through the steps of shifting attitude, changing place - to sharing our place
A culturally literate community will be a competent community. A competent community knows how to come together and achieve
progress. A competent community will be a confident community. A confident community knows they will make progress when they
come together.
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Picture books
Picture books can be a pleasure to enjoy for both children and adults. They are particularly useful to illustrate the cultural meaning of the
words which can support any dictionary definitions. Picture books can come with a few words or many words, find picture books in the
low and advanced language levels.
Audio books & cds
In the multicultural section there are books especially put onto cds (i.e. book matched with a CD) for the process of practising
pronunciation and listening skills.
Audio books can be found in different sections of the library e.g. cds at the back of children’s books, tapes with language learning text
books, books made for the blind. Cultivate library skills to source the books at the appropriate language level; these are good just to listen
to, but even more useful if they can be matched with the audio and the written words, i.e. listen and look together and read aloud.
Movies
Movies are available on rental, they are useful to practice listening and looking at a language spoken in context. Be aware that movies can
be watched and enjoyed it even when the Language Learning Reader can’t understand all the words. Language Learning Readers can
repeat watch just like repeat reading, to reinforce understanding and learning. Movies are also helpful to become familiar with different
accents.
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Research on gratitude
In 1998, Dr Kerry Howells, when she was Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Bond University in Queensland established an Integrated
Learning course for students of different subjects at her university which focuses on the learner rather than the subject.
The course combines learning techniques like mind mapping, memory skills and innermost attitude change. “If the students are just taught
about a principle of attitude change and are not asked to put it into practice and reflect upon it, I have discovered that the effects are often
short-term and minimal. I therefore ask the students to practise daily over a week, one particular aspect of attitude change, to write a
reflection in a journal twice during that week, and to record the changes it makes to their learning in their other subjects”.
The daily practise of innermost attitude change are:
o
o
o

awareness
learning is giving (not taking)
gratitude

o
o
o

treating materials preciously
positive words
deep listening.

Through the extensive evaluations the university runs on its courses the staff knows that this Integrated Learning course is rated as one of
the highest of any humanities subjects. Often the students write that they recommend every student in the university do this course. This is
why Read Aloud Programmes follow student-driven, practising attitude change, integrated learning that is based on giving and not taking.
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Sample reading log
Book Title

Read /
Listen

Read

Read

Read

Read

Read

to

with

by

1

2

3

Aim to read ten million words & learn a language
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Sample Tracking The Positive Chart

Date

You read fluently
and with enjoyment

You pronounced the
consonant blends
clearly

You sounded out the
vowels like a native
speaker

You said the words
with expression

You caught the
rhythm and flow of
the sentence

Aim to read ten million words & learn a language
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Kete - Community Journal for Peace

Let the true worth of everyone shine throughout the world
For four terms (of seven weeks) in a year, a small team of adults come together for a few hours I a library to
repeat read together. To celebrate this community Repeat Read Aloud projects offer Volunteer Readers and
Language Learning Readers the opportunity to contribute to the Kete - Community Journal for Peace which
through reflections, comments and stories will pass on in some small way the cultural learning and cultural
pleasure that takes place during this time special time. We trigger the Kete contributions by using the twelve
Kete Themes we begin each session with when we meet.
This Kete - Community Journal gives the participants an optional platform to express their initiative, offer their opinion or leave a
memento behind of their work. It also gives us a resource to photocopy for repeat reading aloud as a group without infringing copyright
law.
Each Language Learning Reader is offered a few hours a couple of days a week over seven week period. So we can cater for the
maximum numbers of Language Learning Readers the term is a unique time, (usually can only do once). Even though many Volunteer
Readers repeat the programme over and over, they tell us that they are continually learning every time they participate.
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Session One Kete Theme to repeat together

Each day we need to make a fresh start and take a step forward to stride forth with confidence
At the Team-building (and reinforced in the first Session), a Team of Volunteer Readers will meet, set up the programme and
support ten new Language Learning Readers to






be welcomed into and begin the term's Read Aloud for Peace
be reminded of the on-line health & safety, code of conduct and emergency
procedures
repeat read aloud the Kete Theme for the Session together
look at a Kete with their Volunteers, either on-line or as a hard copy
self-evaluate which language level they are reading at (to be given a book list)

To begin Session One, after repeating the Session’s saying together, both Reading Volunteers and the Language Learning Readers
will share why they wanted to come back.
After the first hour the group will repeat read aloud together, with typed out scripts, a story or contribution from a previous Kete
- Community Journal.
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Session Two Kete Theme to repeat together

We need to join with others and re-unite divided societies and nations
We all need to return to a central core of values
In Session Two people will introduce which country they were born, their ancestor's history. Plus each person will offer one
value which has been central to their lives





each person share where they were born,
read one sentence or page of a book from their own culture, or describing
their culture, where they used to live
each Reader and Volunteer will choose a book or story describing one of
their core values
share homework results on last week's contributions to the Kete

Both Readers and Volunteers will write a sentence about one of their core values.
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Session Three Kete Theme to repeat together

Let us co-ordinate our steps. Let us work together.
Let us advance on a path that will enable all human beings to co-exist and prosper together
In Session Three we will





practice pronouncing each others names correctly
repeat read aloud this session’s Kete Theme together
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method
share last week's sentence about one core value and any experiences that arise

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will prepare for next Session, their
dream (words or pictures), of how we can work together. Identifying one step is enough.
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Session Four Kete Theme to repeat together

The question we must never forget is: How can we establish a world of peace and harmony?
In Session Four we will






share and compile our dreams of how we can work together
identify one step you will commit to, in order to materialise your dream
repeat read aloud this session’s saying together
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method
What does our combined dream look like? Discuss how we can establish this.

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to train
themselves to overcome a personal challenge this week.
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Session Five Kete Theme to repeat together

As the number of people who work for true world peace – not based on materialism – increases,
the possibility of peace will grow more solid and firm
In Session Five we will






discuss how your week of challenging yourself went
demonstrate the power of words by reciting one sentence in your birth language
repeat read aloud this session’s Kete Theme together
discuss how materialism can block the progress of peace
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to talk about
the vibrations of different types of languages that contribute to the Kete.
What special gift to the world of harmony does your culture bring to the world?
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Session Six Kete Theme to repeat together

The pursuit of convenience and the way that it impoverishes the spirit can be seen in the modern
world. Let us keep the spirit alive of our traditional customs and cultures
In Session Six we will




re-look the ‘Tracking the Positive’ chart, discuss its usefulness. Can you offer cultural cues
you can track?
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method
share a favorite cultural tradition that has kept your own spirit for life alive

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to write about a
cultural experience or tradition to bring for the Kete- Community Journal next Session.
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Session Seven Kete Theme to repeat together

We need to place emphasis on love for our country and indeed for the whole world
In Session Seven we will






repeat read aloud today’s saying
share how you express love for your country of origin
share how you express love for the country where you live now
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method
discuss experiences on how we can love the whole world together

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to write down a
relevant childhood memory related to today's theme to bring for the Kete - Community
Journal next Session.
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Session Eight Kete Theme to repeat together

We need to promote friendship between the countries of the world so that
the countries of the world can become united in love and harmony
In Session Eight we can





re-look at the Multicultural Collection and other useful
collections in the library
try repeat reading aloud in the languages of the
Readers that are present
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud
Method
share any experiences from our childhoods that shows
love for the country of our birth or origins

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to share the 123 Method in English and other
languages with others in their family and local community.
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Session Nine Kete Theme to repeat together

Simply talking about peace is not enough to maintain peace in the world
Peace requires vision and ardent efforts to make that vision a reality
In Session Nine we will






discuss your vision for world peace? Is it the same as
your dream?
where will you put your efforts into world peace?
fill out a feedback form
encourage the Language Learning Reader we are
working with to recommend to the group a book they
have read
read one-on-one-using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud

Method
How did the practice of repeating another language go for you last week?
Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to bring a favourite story to share next Session.
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Session Ten Kete Theme to repeat together

Every step forward we make depends on how we maintain our innermost attitude
In Session Ten we will





recognize again that this programme is a step by step
process
offer a favorite expression that helps you to maintain your
innermost attitude of harmony or peace
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud
Method
talk about the book (any language) you chose, say why you
like it and how it inspires you to work towards peace

Both Volunteer Readers s and Language Learning Readers will be encouraged to bring
something from their culture to share next Session.
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Session Eleven Kete Theme to repeat together

It is the duty and great responsibility of seniors to protect and nurture
the new generation of young people to develop world peace
In Session Eleven we can






take a group photo and farewell those whose last session is today
share your cultural treasures (a song, a poem, an artifact, recipe.)
read one-on-one using the 1, 2, 3 Repeat Read Aloud Method
what way does your culture nurture the new generation to develop world peace?
how have you chosen to protect and nurture the new generation?

Both Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers will be asked to bring another
favourite song, poem, nursery rhyme or story from a culture that is not their own, to share
with the group for our final Session next time.
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Session Twelve Kete Theme to repeat together

We all have the responsibility to nurture our life and make it shine,
to make the best use of our talents and abilities to accomplish this
In Session Eleven A / Twelve we will





repeat read aloud today’s Kete Theme
bring something you are proud of – e.g. share a story,
poem or song from a culture that is not your own
have a group photo, goodbye-s and thank you-s
Volunteers to be given starting dates and timetable for
next term

Thank you very much for your efforts and contributions.
We look forward to seeing your contributions to the Kete which will be published on line: www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz
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Suggested tasks summary
A Access community & reinforce language learning through sharing books that are easy to read
B Build community and cultural literacy by sharing each other’s culture through reading and writing stories
C Create a Kete -Community Journal. Strengthen our bonds with other communities through computer literacy

1 Find stories from previous Kete to repeat read aloud together

7 How do you express love for your country? For the world?

2 Write something about your culture that unites others

8 How can we promote friendship between countries?

3 What is your dream of how we can work together?

9 Where do you put efforts into world peace?

4 Identify one step you can train yourself toward peace

10 Share a saying that informs your attitude

5 What gift does your culture bring to the harmony in the

11 Bring a cultural treasure from your own culture, a story, a

6 Share a cultural tradition that makes you feel warm inside

12 Please finish our cultural journey together by sharing a

world?

song, a poem, a recipe...

cultural treasure from a culture other than your own
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